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Soccer Startup


- soccer livescores
- soccer fixtures +7day
- soccer events


starting at


99€/m
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Major 3 sports


- soccer livescores
- basketball livescores
- tennis livescores



starting at


250€/m
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All Sports Pack


- 11 sports package including soccer,
basket, tennis, hockey, rugby union,
handball,...


starting at


550€/m
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Sport Teams Website Development
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Include Hosting
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Website setup
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Team live & stats
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Own CMS & SEO

Special offer for sport clubs includes development of website, hosting, live results for your team and league, statistics and everything is build inside our company own WCMS system and includes easy administration of website. For first year you have no monthly costs for hosting and data updating. MORE INFO
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How do you track soccer scores?

Live Match Tracker

Soccer is one of the most popular sports in the world, with millions of fans tuning in to watch their favorite teams play every week. With so many matches happening at once, it can be challenging to keep track of all the scores and updates. Fortunately, there are many ways to stay up to date with the latest soccer scores.

One of the most popular ways to track soccer scores is by using a dedicated sports app or website. These platforms offer real-time updates on scores, lineups, and other crucial information about ongoing matches. Many sports apps even offer push notifications, so you can get updates on your phone as soon as a goal is scored or a match is over.

Another way to track soccer scores is by using social media platforms like Twitter or Facebook. Many soccer teams and leagues have official accounts on these platforms, where they post updates, photos, and videos from matches. Fans can also use social media to follow live commentary from reporters and other fans, which can be a fun way to engage with the community and stay up to date with the latest soccer news.

If you prefer a 1win traditional approach, you can also track soccer scores through print media like newspapers and magazines. Most major newspapers and sports publications offer daily or weekly coverage of soccer matches, including scorecards, highlights, and analysis. While this method may not offer real-time updates, it can be a great way to get a deeper understanding of the game and follow your favorite teams over the course of a season.

For those who are serious about tracking soccer scores, there are also specialized tools and software available. Many soccer statisticians and analysts use complex algorithms and databases to gather and analyze data from matches around the world. These tools can provide detailed insights into team performance, player statistics, and other key factors that can influence the outcome of a match.

In addition to tracking scores, there are many other ways to stay involved with the soccer community. Many soccer clubs and leagues offer fan forums, social media groups, and other online communities where fans can discuss the latest news, share opinions, and connect with other supporters. These communities can be a great way to stay engaged with the sport and meet other passionate fans from around the world.

Tracking soccer scores is an essential part of being a soccer fan. Whether you prefer to use apps, social media, print media, or specialized software, there are many ways to stay up to date with the latest scores and updates. By staying informed, you can follow your favorite teams, players, and leagues and enjoy the thrill of the game no matter where you are in the world.

The Best Free Apps For Soccer Scores

Ways you can keep track of soccer scores, news, and updates:

	
Use soccer-specific apps: As mentioned earlier, there are many soccer-specific apps available for smartphones, including iPhone and Android. These apps offer live scores, news, and stats from various leagues and tournaments around the world. Some of the popular apps include OneFootball, FotMob, ESPN, BBC Sport, and more.


	
Follow official social media accounts: Most soccer clubs, leagues, and tournaments have official social media accounts on platforms like Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. By following these accounts, you can get live updates on scores, news, and highlights from games as they happen.


	
Watch games on TV or online: Many soccer games are broadcasted live on TV, and some are also available to stream online through various platforms. You can keep track of when games are being played by checking the schedules on the 1xbet login registration official website of leagues and tournament.


	
Join online soccer communities: There are many online communities and forums dedicated to soccer fans where you can discuss games, news, and updates with other fans. These communities often share links to live streams and provide real-time updates on scores and highlights.


	
Subscribe to soccer news outlets: Many news outlets cover soccer extensively, and you can subscribe to their newsletters or follow them on social media to get daily updates on scores, news, and other soccer-related information.




In conclusion, there are many ways to track all the soccer you want, and you can choose the ones that suit your preferences and needs the most. Whether you prefer using apps, following official accounts, watching games on TV or online, joining online communities, or subscribing to soccer news outlets, there are many resources available to help you stay up-to-date with the latest soccer news, scores, and updates.

The 8 Best iPhone Apps for Following Soccer

Soccer, also known as football in many parts of the world, is one of the most popular sports in the world. With its passionate fanbase and exciting gameplay, soccer has captured the hearts of millions of people around the world. If you're an iPhone user and a soccer fan, there are many great apps available to help you stay up-to-date with the latest scores, news, and highlights. Here are eight of the best iPhone apps for following soccer:

	
OneFootball OneFootball is one of the most comprehensive soccer apps available for iPhone users. It offers live scores, news, and stats from more than 200 soccer leagues around the world. Users can also customize their experience by following their favorite teams and players, and receive push notifications for goals, cards, and other key events during matches.


	
FotMob FotMob is another popular soccer app that offers live scores, news, and stats from more than 1,000 soccer leagues around the world. The app also offers push notifications for goals and other key events, and users can customize their experience by selecting their favorite teams and players.


	
ESPN ESPN is a well-known sports network that offers an iPhone app with live scores, news, and highlights from all major soccer leagues around the world. The app also offers video highlights and analysis, as well as push notifications for goals and other key events.


	
BBC Sport The BBC Sport app offers live scores, news, and highlights from all major soccer leagues, as well as video analysis and interviews with players and managers. Users can also customize their experience by selecting their favorite teams and players, and receive push notifications for goals and other key events.


	
Bleacher Report Bleacher Report is a popular sports news website that offers an iPhone app with live scores, news, and analysis from all major soccer leagues. The app also offers video highlights and push notifications for goals and other key events.


	
LiveScore LiveScore is a simple yet effective app that offers live scores and updates from all major soccer leagues around the world. The app also offers push notifications for goals and other key events, and users can customize their experience by selecting their favorite teams and leagues.


	
Goal Live Scores Goal Live Scores is a popular app that offers live scores, news, and stats from all major soccer leagues around the world. The app also offers push notifications for goals and other key events, and users can customize their experience by selecting their favorite teams and players.


	
Sky Sports Sky Sports is a well-known sports network that offers an iPhone app with live scores, news, and highlights from all major soccer leagues around the world. The app also offers video highlights and analysis, as well as push notifications for goals and other key events.




These eight iPhone apps offer a variety of features to help soccer fans stay up-to-date with the latest scores, news, and highlights. Whether you prefer a comprehensive app like OneFootball or FotMob, or a more focused app like LiveScore or Goal Live Scores, there's an app out there to suit your needs. With these apps, you'll never miss a beat when it comes to the exciting world of soccer.

What is the best app for getting all the football

Keeping score in soccer is an important part of the game as it allows fans, coaches, and players to track the progress of the match and evaluate the performance of the teams involved. Whether you are watching the game at home, live in the stadium or playing the game yourself, knowing how to keep score in soccer is an essential skill to have.

There are several ways to keep score in soccer, and the method you choose will depend on your personal preference and the tools available to you. Here are some of the most popular ways to keep score in soccer:

	
Scoreboard: Most professional soccer games have a scoreboard that displays the current score, the time left in the game, and any other important information about the match.


	
Scorecard: A scorecard is a piece of paper or a notebook where you can keep track of the score yourself. You can create your scorecard by drawing a line down the middle of the page and writing the names of the two teams at the top. You can then use the left side of the line to record the goals scored by the home team and the right side to record the goals scored by the away team. Write down the time the goal was scored, the name of the player who scored, and any other important information.


	
Mobile Apps: There are several mobile apps available that allow you to keep score in soccer. These apps are easy to use, and you can download them from your app store. Some of the popular apps for keeping score in soccer include LiveScore, OneFootball, and FotMob.


	
Electronic Scoreboards: Electronic scoreboards are becoming more common in soccer games at all levels. These scoreboards display the score, the time left in the game, and any other important information.




Regardless of the method you choose, it is essential to keep track of the score accurately. Here are some tips for keeping score in soccer:

	
Stay focused on the game: Don't get distracted during the game, especially when there is a goal scored. Ensure you keep track of every goal.


	
Record the Time of Goals: Note down the time each goal was scored, as it will help to determine the flow of the game and the tactics used by the teams.


	
Record the Goal Scorer: Write down the name of the player who scored the goal, as it will help to track their performance throughout the game.


	
Make sure to note all information: Record any other relevant information such as injuries, substitutions, and cautions.


	
Always double-check: After each goal, double-check the score to make sure you haven't made any mistakes.




Keeping score in soccer is a straightforward process, and there are several ways to do it. Whether you prefer to use a scoreboard, scorecard, mobile app, or electronic scoreboard, the most important thing is to keep track of the score accurately. By following the tips mentioned above, you can become an expert at keeping score in soccer and enhance your enjoyment of the game.

Special offer for Startups & Developers

Is your company startup and looking for sport data for your project or you are developer developing products that include sport data for your client? We are offering you 85% discount on price for starting 3 months in case we sign up contract for at least 12 months. Click here to get more info about special offer we prepre for you.
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Livescores data

Soccer livescores feed

Basketball live data

Tennis scores feed

Ice Hockey livescores

Baseball live feed

Am. football live feed

Volleyball scores feed

Handball live data

Rugby Union scores

Aussie Rules live feed

Rugby League livescores

Winter sports data

Cricket scored feed
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